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THE BALANCE OF CONTROL BETWEEN PARENTS AND IORS

.
14 "CO-OP" FREE SCIMIS

By
William A. Firestooe
Abt Associotes, Inc.

Parent run free schools (parent cc.--.1pf:) differ

markedly from public schools in size and ,,-)toniza-

rional structure, but this paper will ,;ilto,,;, that

these new institutions spate the prelcm of teacher

supervision. Conclusions are baste' lotosive

study of three parent co-ops using tticipa!7t

observation and interviewing. Par t.+1' -:--cpq must

den! with a form of conflict betwe.ws

and bureaucratic-omployer authority. PArc.--_-.s lack

the means to control teacher activity,

-selektion is suct;c5sfol, the mechani,,ne

modation are similar to those found in

schools.



THE BALANCE OF CONIROL BETVEN PARENTS AND TEACHERS

IN "CO-OP" FREE SCtlOOtS

One spin-off of the educational reform activity of the sixties and early

seventi6 was the free school movement whose members started educational'

institutions of their ova because they despaired of ever improving the public

schools. One of the most common kinds of free schools is the parent co-op

which i6 founded and run by parents with the help of one or a few teachers

that it hires. These schools are supposed to provide freedom, not only for

students in the classroom, but also for other members through an open govern-

ance structure that allows all participants a greater input to decision

making than is believed to exist in conventional public schools (Graubard,

1972). Since this roverent was influenced by the ids* of community control.

parents expect to have a major voice in determining policy. In spite of

the intentionszo develop new administrative-governmental arrangements, however,

parent cc-ops share with public schools the problem of effectively controlling

the teacher's in-class activity. This problem stems from similar conflicts

over the extent of the superior `s authority and constraints on teacher

supervi!.ion. Even the mechanisms used to resolve this problem in parent

co-ops, when it is resolved, are similar to those found in more conventional

educational organizations.

Examination of teacher-superior lattons in parent co-ops provides useful

friaights into the nature of teachers' work settings more generally. Lortie

(1969) has called for more comparative studies to describe and explain the

nature of teacher autonomy in school systems, and parent co-ops represent a

limiting case with respect to variation in school site and chain of command.

II



The parent co-op is much smaller thao the public school; two-thirds of all

free achools enroll fewer than forty students, and parent co-ops are among

the smaller frce'schools (Graubard, 1972). Because of Ica small sire, the

parent co-op lacks the professional administrative cadre typically found in

alrost all other 0,chools. Every task riot assigned to the teacher is taken

care of by partnrq. and parents and teachers deal with each other directly

without intermedtary In spite of these gross structural differences, the

problem of staff control in conventional and co-op schools is remarkably

similar. Morcover,qtlthouch current reformers and historians of the common

school both t,-Thasize the Importance of large, bureaucratic structures for

insulating schools from public control, the problems parents have when

working with teachers in thIse sma,11 co-ops suggests that a careful analysis

ray uocover tither factors that are equally effective barriers to substantial

lay input into thy ditecticar of all schools (Katz, 1971s-Iyack, 1972).

An uader%tand1ng of par,nt-teacher relations in parent co-ops may also

contribute to the survival rate of those schools. Previous research has

indicated that these schools may have an average life span as short as eighteen

months and that theft' demise is frequently the result of iotercal conflict in

Which the teacher is either the Issue or a major participant (Firestone,

l9A). Esamination of how accommodation between parents'and teachers is

reached may help alleviate such conflict.

Authority Probles in Other Orsanizations

The basis of bureaucratic or erployer authority is the defioition of

roles as spelled out in the law or the contracts of workers in the organiza-

tion (Certh and Mille, 1946; Blau, 1964), These definitions specify the

votker*s tasks, the positions that have the right to give him orders, the



range of behaviors those positions have discretioo over, and the consequence&

of non-compliance. The professional's authority recta largely en his distinc-

tive knowledge base or competence to successfully complete the work of his

position (Parsons, 1947), and problems arise when the incumbents of a formally

subordinate position believe that their special knowleaiie is eqoal to or

greater than that of their superiors. Legally, public school r,t,!itcms ate

rigidly hetrarchical with authority in all areas concentrated in the school

board to be delegated to the superintendent and his subordinnreyet, teachers

feel justified in resisting administrative direction because thiv see their

role as a professional one that should command authority because-of their

expertise (Bidwell,. 1965). This problem is .shared by universities (Baldridge

1971) and hospitals (Coss, 1961). The situation is somewhat different in

parent co-ops because the internal allocation of authority is not legally

specified and contracts are rarely written. Stilldthe teacher is hired to

Ido a s ecific job;, and parents, as molooers, Judge the adequacy of her work.
oo_

Moreover, the free school ideology c phasizes the legitiracy of conourter

preferences in education and undercuts professional authority. In contrast

to more established institotions, however, parent co-ops ray be destroyed if

tensions between parents aod teachers cannot be resolved.

At least three means to alleviate the tension car=ed' by conflicting

principles of authority blve been found in other kinds of orgonleotins.

Lortie (1969) points ot,t that selection of public school teachers begins in

their training institutions and usually brings to the occupation inaloiaoals

Whose ideas and abilities are compatible with the orgareizations in which they

work. Once in the school the teach ar usually finds a pattern of variable

toning of authority in which Initiatory power and control changes With the

issue. Principals create and enforce rules concerning administrative (-otters
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including the allocation uf.qmovey, materials, and non-classroom space; but

they only give suggestions with regard to instructional ratters (Lottie, 1969).

A similar pattern of variable zoning evieta in medical school clinics where

the director, s physician, posts the schedule that pairs medical students

with doctor-instructors.
This schedule is MindOtOty but the director only

-gives s%.ggestions to
doctors about how to treat patients (Coss, 1961),

Variable zoning will not work in parent co-ops unless parents are willing to

relinquish control over the area that is crucial t5 them, classroom activities.

A final ireans is to personalize relations between the teacher and her adminis-

trative superior. Carlson (1972) reports on a school superintendent who

treats teachers to a warm, -anal manner that minimizes het a chical dis

'tance and who relies on too :her loyolties to him as a person to rninimi

tensions and gain compliance, The development of personal relations and a

distribution of aothority*in parent co-ops depeodo on successful teacher

selection.

The Schools Studt_

To exaliine the relations botween parents
and teachers to co-op schools,

three case' studies were
conducted over a two year period ending in the spring

of 1973, Both Unity and Liberation schools* opened with fifteen fooiltes,

twenty-five students, and two teachers, Like so any other parent co-ops,

.
Liberation had undergone schism just before the study began, Because the

group that kept the original name declined rapidly during the study

field work was done with the Renaissance faction of the old school which had

Six families,
eight students, and two part-time teachers.

During most of

the study, Unify had a few more than twenty-five fame l tes, about forty

-The names of all schools are fictitious.

I
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student', and three tenchcrs. Second Primary began during the study period

and had eleven families, as many students, and two teachers. All the schools

used variants on the open classroom approach to instruction (Featherstone,

-1971). Participant observation use sup21,mented by interviews with thirty- -

if(

eight families and six teachers from among all the treehere;: The semi-
.,

structured inte'rvIcws were designed to gather information on the history of

the schools, working relations within them, and the orientations of Ladi-
.

vidualt towards a number of ideological issaes. These case studies were

accbcpanied by an examination of ehe free school literature to ascertain the

impact of the national movement on parent-teacher relations in individual

schools.* The following sections of this paper will discuss parents' views

of their own authority In a co-op school, the rewards and sanctions that

affect the teacher's behavior, and finally the bases of accommodation between

parents and teachers,

Parents* s of 'Their Authoriu

Parents' views of their roles in co-op schools have been shaped by two

radical strains of educational reform thought. The community control ideology

is wore-speeifie in demanding that professions' personnel be responsive to

the needs and wishes of the cltentele served. It is based on the thesis of

Carmichael and Hamilton (1968) that the failure of public institutions in

ghetto areas, stems from control of those 1,,,!*.uriclils by outsiders instead of

their local clienteles, Uhile this critique acknoledgss that professionals

may have special competence, it holds that their only motivation is to keep

their jobs and perhaps serve the needs of majority group children in the

*Extended discussion of the study's methodology is found In E1TeStOr!C

(1974).
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schools; the nature of school governance is believed to keep members of

minority groups from press.-ring experts to oat.
their competence to help local

children, 0thile free school thinkers rophasize ways to imptove classroo

they_are concernod with developing happiness and warm 'loran relations in all

settings and eliminating ''false, constraining" role distinctions between

student, coacher, parent, and 60 forth so people can deal with eddh other as

individuals (Katz, 1971). Vhile this ideot0gy does not dtreccly increase

parents' authority, it endermines that of the teacher.

Parents in these schools definitely want to infl.uPnCe tcnc ers' work.

Table 1 shows that parents concerns center on the quality of education their

children receive from the parent co-op (items 1 and 2). Since the educational

TABLE 1

PARENTS' RAT1NCS OF BENEFITS

OF ML7.18RS1:IP IN CO-OP SCI;OrloS*

Items 7Tortance

Very

LELPSY121"

Not At All

IMETtant

4 3 2 , 1

1. That my child learn
things not learned in pub.

lic schools. 19 0 0 0 4

2. That my child have the
freedom to learn at his own

speed.
16 0 0 3.8

3. That I can influence the

decisions of teachers, 14 4 0 1 3.6

4. That I like the parents. 7 11 1 0 3.3

S. That the school help

change American cducatfon." 3 7 3 3 2.8

*Asked of parents in Second Primary and Otnnissance Schools only.

"One non-respondent, 9
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program is determinedby the teacher, interest in influencing decisions she

make; (ttrc 2) is almost a iMpOrtent to parents 49 the quality of the pro-

gram itself. Other benefits of membership (items 4 and 5) arc much less

important.

Althoogh porenta want to influence teachers, they do not seek dictatorial

control. They feel they have ultimate. collective power over a teacher, but

they do not r4ke extensive use of it and generally prefer to leave the teacher

alone unless something goes w-rong

by view is that l'm willing to delegate authority until aeochers7

-act so 44 to offend cry sensibility,. I've had no rea:or to

influence them so far. (SP 10')

Parents respect the teacher's need for some autonomy, but they all

agree that it is good to be able to influence a teacher where it is necessary,

and the need for parent influence arises freqoently in these schools During

_Unity's first year, its classroom was plaguedlby chaos that prohibited any

organized program of learning, and pattenes haii to step tr. Two years later,

when the school tried to integrate as teaching force by hiring a black,

male teacher, it chose a man who could not work with wall children and did

norget along with the other teachers, ;o pateor action was in needed,

The program that Ltberationee first teachers offered did not provide enough

guidance to suit many of the school °s parents, and the ensuing Argue.ent

among parents ever whother to change teaching practices and how led to a

schism. The following yar ehe Liberation faction hired i teacher who pro-

vided a program with too rr-uch guidance and discipline for ele;bero who tried to

*
This nunberitig cyntt is used to refer to parent intervieon The first

letters dire the !Hide's of the cc'ioel the parent belongs to and the neeber

refers to the specific petscn. Teachers are givun parudonym4.
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convince 7.iim t.o take a more relayed approach. Although parents want to be

able to influence their teachtr. nod the` reed for such influence often arises,

the following Section will Shot.; that they lock the reSoutCre to do no

successfelly.:

Rewards and S t ions

-To uoderstarA hcv of parents control the teacher, one oust know

which r;vards or sanctions they control and hich onc5 hove the greatest

icpact on the teocher- The oast fundaoental sanction parents have is the

right to lire teacherD vho do -no , meet eitpectot but this right is almost

impossible to cxtrci5e4 Firing a teacher requires, a group decision that

parents are reluctant to nake. Unity rievor faced the ptobleo of removing its

vost ihvi4purithci4 trachcr during its first year or the black f,eachvr in its

third, Aoth times the decision vas delayed until the teacher to question

resignod voluur,arily, Vhvn hiring the t1160, teacher vas firs4discuss0;

parents caid that they %mold not fire him if he did not work cod because of

the damage firing voold do to hie record, Vhen Liberation foueo itself with

a teacher who vas too directive for st omtrs, discussion of what to do

dragged on for months while several families left the school. and as

fihancial base cruAled until it could not pay his,: and he quit. A fcv

months later the school vas dObanded.

Firing is a difficult -:-,Iction to employ because it i6 So undifferentiated

and drastic, Even the threat of firing cannot be used in einor caeca :where

parents want to convince teachers to change their approach. Parents rust let

minor dicogreements go until a testes of events develop into a major olterca

tioN and firing is the only recourse. An a result firing is only wr,ed as a

last resort when the ion has becohe hopeless, and parents and teachers

have reached an impasse. Then it is used to malce a fresh Start,



Other ortanirations find prestige an-01 aalary distinctiono to bet -,,Ye

differentiated and leas droottc means for controlling v:-plOyec behavior,

While Goat informal preottge dffferentiotion actors in parent coopo, ferral

diatincti000 ate rarely foQnd, primarily bt=cotooe -the teachers p. ft.r egali

tartan to heirarchtc 6ttucturea, The first teacher at Second Primary was

off: red a higher salary than the then onhired second cnc, bot turned it

down. Similarly, after Unity had ,lust hired two new teachtts. I asked the

old ore how it felt to be the eenlor Rrreon, and wit- said !the nopcd the
,

differences she felt would di',1ppoar, Bccauee of [cachets' prefrenci.* for

equal treatmnt, parcnti cannot offer addttionAl prettge to those they

prefer.

Moreover. the insecure ft c131,poc1tion of the schools prohib

differentiated salary structure. MeCe !,chcols paid tholr'trachc.ta

$300 to $440 per , nth, one-half to one-third of what 5CeW of them could have

oade teaching In lit ,chorils even if itioge benefits are not taunted.

Parent co-opt do not hew! the recources to offer larF,er raolar:cs to

better teaChera,

Three low sellarina

co-ops at all.

quetiOn Of VS1: teaLhetA ui-,re In parent

4gerot that -F;chools r';'ot have 44(. non-rcore_.71C

Incenthovn to ter_ To find out what throe incentive 6 ate, IntetVi vCte

conducrk-d th 41% teCher that parents wculd very to 'wo,ep- 0%1

each to Unity, gc n015!:6nre, and Second Pct city. 11.-o incentivo they 416cur,he4

cannot be controlled by parents

Lortte (1969) argues that the oat trprrtoot teward for public r,chonl

telletlerb CCr',r ft-:11M the AranItIve aspect.,,: of thclt role 61)-f, that

transitive rewards when a teacher'a coilrn-lo1cotIon producer, br...odrnt

reaponos the troCher defines as learninp Ili, indicator il 1,Ieh rate
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of choosing the statement "knowing that I have 'reached' students and they

. have learned" as a favored reward among teachers. More generally, traositive

rewards come from student feedback from school activities ,end may take a

Variety of formi. For instAnce, a teachernmay appreciate the enjoyment

children show during games or outdoor activities she has organized. My

interviews did not,bear directly on this point since primary question,

"14t do you like about working here?" elicit 'Lon6 of teaching

settings more than discussions-of what !s common to all of theme Still, four

toachers specifically mentioned that they liked the children they work with.

Students in public schools have the capacity to grant or deny the

responses that teachers consider _their primary "payment," but the effects

that formal superiors have on such responses are indirect, Since the teacher' I

gratification depend primarily on what takes place to the classroom, she can

be relatively independent of administrators. oud her relationships with them

can m(We from sohordination towards an exchange of c-,pliance on administra-

tive matters in return for autonomy and sup on pedagogical issues.

Similarly, in parent co-ops the impertance to teachers of the children

responses increases their irAlependenci: from patents.

Par,ent co-ops also offer teachers t,..ro kinds of Incentives poblic schools

cannot offer, and both increase indcpl?ndnc from parents. First, parent

co-ops offl,r a ws:ris setting v!th less su, ervision than it often found in

public schools, The urge to work Ina setting without conscrAtning sol;er.

vision was mentioned by two teachers with public school e*pertence. Mark,

(rta Renaissance, had been a member of ri team lk:.l by a certificdicacher.

His reaction to the e*pecienee is that-

felt hypocritical because I had to carry out her policies and not.
mine. 1. had to behave with kids the iday cite and t would copy

her attitude for safety's sake,

-- 1

.
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All told, tour of the slx teachers indicated that they liked the freedom the

free school setting of

A second reason for working in free schools is an interest to pedagogical

reform. All bot one of these fcachers are to some degree committed to teaching

n occupation; yet, ri,Ale of them is intereeted in the conventional style

of teaching, found in public scicools. Furthermore, all bot one show some

intereCt in reforming education, and those five hope their work in free

schools will contribute to that end. They believe that free schools can pro-

mote change by providing models to public schools of working alternatives to

current practicee

Q: Do you see free schools as a means of changing the American
education system?

R: They have the potential. By hav,ing a very good program with

well worked out tdeals, and then promoting and advertising,
we can do something. A lot of teachers in training will be

Influenced. (Rachel)

Since these teachers' prieary reeponsibility is to the schools they worts for,

fewPl them have actually tried to ;eiblictee their work, but their intention
ei

to do so is stronger, than that of most parents, and some have been able to

move be and total concentration en their oern school. All of them, hewever,

are totereeted to the American edecazional scene and keep in touch with city-

wide and national reform efforts.

This intereet in reform is port of the teachers' political orientation.

In their middle or :ate twenties, they all att.eded college in the late

Males where most hod tak.en part to peace er civil rights activities, and

they set- teaching es a way to bring the coontry closer to their ideals

for tt

/The move to Unity/ was partly politically motivated, I these

OOT society stinks pretty much as it ts. I want to change it, This

IS the rest effectiee way I can work to change things for the better.

(Sharon)
4



This.political-reformist orientation gives teachers another yardstick for

measuring, own performance. Because they are trying Co promote a new

approach to teaching in America, they have a larger purpose with goals that

may not coincide with those ,f parents.

Because parents have very little influence over a teacher once she i0

hired, selection is critical. The irportence of selection is recognized

parents uho devote a great cial of time and at'ention to the task and whc,

make coTrents like the fdllowinv

We've spent so much time talking about philosophy... Finally, it

the teachers that count. I want to make sure ahead of time that

have the right teachers. (SP 12)

12

Although selection is crucial, continued working relations between parents

and the teacher are facilitated by nechanisms similar to those found in teacher

organizaticns,

Personal Re1Rat lons

Successiul parent co-ops are characteri7ed by mutual respect and end=

ship.between parents Ind the teacher. Parents prefer not to worry about

day-to-d y clarsroom affairs and intervene only when the teacher is taking

an approach that is too directive or not directive enough or when no approach
1,7

Is being pursued effectively,

Since parents would rather not monitor c Af;STOCm activities closely, a

teacher can develop a great deal of autoncetly and even influence to school

affairs by convincing them that she is a good educator and earning their

respect,- Jean's career at Unity indicates the annum of .influence a teacher
a

con tevelop. In the spring of the school's tumultuoee firs year, sore

parents waneed to,fire hers, and nn "one consulted her about general

Waits, When the other teaches quit and Shiiten was hired, icon was not

1
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consulted, she only met her new associate aftell the decision was made. Two

years later when the school was doing very yell and credit for its success

.

went mostly' to her, she played a very directive role. Pirents did everything

possible to redesign the ClaESFOOm space as she wanted i , and they solicited

her opinion dortig teacher hiring, In another instance, lecond Primary began

by choostng two teachers whose work they knew and respcc ed and giving them

a great deal of autonomy. In all schools, no teacher wi had proven herself

was actively supervised or instructed.

On the other hand, successful teachers t ally like parents they

work for, All six who were interviewed liked orking it parents. Some

appreciate that parents try to support their e forts like ira from Wenats

saner who says

It's been really good with this group out f school. they have

been incredibly helpful and concevued.

Others like the social life of parent co-ops anct parent -tea her- relations

often transcend the bostness aspect of a;soeiattin so personal friendships

develop:

The majority of c..y friends, -;f my contactri t ides the people I

met through /my husband/ are in Second Prirra y.,. They are active

in the neighborhoe!, in the arts, and in other things I'm

interested in. (F.chel)

The possibility for friendly, personal relations betwcen parents and teachers

is enhanced because fret: school tacherc deal vial fe.::er parenti than these

in public schools do and they work with the Same ones for several years, !

These friendships provide important reasons for teachers wanting to cc,acgerate

with parents.

Variable Zonins of Authoriu

Parents' orientation to hire a teacher and then support her is rerog-

nitton that she is the central figure In the day-to-day cperat(on of the

v
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echo

It

1. One factor that impedes close control of public school teachers is

the,ecologicol arrangem.nt of conventional institutions. Superintendents

do not even work in the same buildings as teachers, and the self-contained

,.'assroom minimizes principal 6UptViSiOn. Like her public school coonier-

Flirt, the free school teacher is essentially free from supervision and 41thout

professional support, The teacher and her children are in a classrim in one

i'uilding, and parents are scattered in homes and workplaces through,210 the

city, Although a few parents work regularly for short periods in the school,

only the teacher now what is needed to maintain and t,nprove

teacher and parents agree on how the CISt:SfOOT. 010141d be ru- A

f th
e

direction

way undermine her efforts; and in fact, she may need to trol,c -,,,,ttons to

parents to get the sepport most helpful' for main's the clac4:(,o-r, ?etynne

wants. A teacher who has earned the parents' respect may be'-the m=et

influentinl pvrtion in the school. ilracii(leally, her influence mrre ban

the parents' is limit/IA by a pattttn of variable ;!oning. The teachers direct

parents' work in dCtiVi(leS needed to support the Sclics,A b-r have little say

in ...nance, while the question of what treatment shall be accorded particular

children is one where both parents and teieJlers have influence anal the balance

of control is not clear.

ii;ork Activities

(he major activity rot directly related to the clIssroom in these

schools is financial management teach.ers are not active in this area.

Parents keep the books and fill financial co ittees, They (rise- are solely

responsible for routine activities like wecUend cican-ups and finding field

trip drivers,

Teachers play a more active role lu other sreas. lf.they are to get

useful help in the classroom from parents, they must give some instruct! n,
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Parents cope/ working in the classroom for the same reason the teacher does:

they like to see that the class enjoys what they bring in. Some parents,

howeve r, do not kovw how to organize activities that appeal to children.

These parents would like to help, but do not know how. Without sore guidance

they will become disappointed and drop out; but with some help they will

cant roue to participate:

118: The first year I went in and didn't... know what to do. The

second year I was the... Nature Club Leader... itloy7 people

have definite times. People are coming in and doing definite

things.:.

Q: I get the feeling you were uncomfortable about that.

UB: Yes...

119t You e6eld take stuff in any time you want to, but /E137 was

uncceefeetable. the whole school was uncomfoctable.wiTh that

kind of thing.

When the teacher found this mother a curriculum aid, the Nature Club program,

that helped her organize her work in the school, she was much ha- !er.

Similar cases appear in other schools where volunteers flounder until they

find a type of presentation to Bake .that kids enjoy; and if the'teacher does

not always help find these presentations, parents often say they wish she

would.

Outside the classroom teachers help set the .agenda for meetings and

decide what issues parents must face. Early in 1972, when Renaissance was

existing on a month-to-month basis because of financial problems, the teacher

felt the chi:siren needed more guaran:ecd stability. Because she felt that

if the school was going to fold it should do so quickly, she forced parents

to consider its long range future and try to plan further Ahead.

Usually teachers take the lead on questions more closely related to the

'classroom. In some schools parents are expected to help provide curriculom

materials, furnitere and equipment, and to help improve the physical space.
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At Unity, which makes the heaviest demands on parents' time, teachers decide

what projects are needed and help set priorities. For instance, teachers

take up large sections of the last meeting each year explaining the projects

they want done over the summer.

Teacher direction of parent work requires more of teachers than just

making requests. If the several work weekends Unity has each year are to bb

maximally productive, teachers our' play a large part in organizing them:

Py role in work weekend/ fs partly supervisory. Letttng people

know what jobs need to be done. Partly, it's painting and doing

jobs yourself. We have the best knowledge of what needs to be done...,
We wake sure things are ouL and people know what to du on them.

(Sharon)

The special knowledge about how things should go places an extra burden on

teachers; but because of their kAoledge, their direction is esr.cntial for

parent work

Special Treatment for Individual Children

If teachers are work leaders IN the whole school, their position is

more questionable when it codles to decisions about individual children.

There the balance of control ore fuzzy because the right to make decisions

is shared, the rules about who makes the final drci,Aons are not clear, and

the issue is eery tmportaot to parents and teach;-rs. The question is all the

more likely to arise beCJoSe the open classroom format of these schools

allows conliderable discretion to devise a special approach for each child

(Firestone, 1976).

Most parents believe that they can influence the teacher's decisions

shout the insttuction of individual children. At Unity the parents who most

strongly support the school firmly believe that teachers adjust their approach

to 4 child to fit parents' wishes. An attempt at m systematic qoestioning

was made at Renaissance and Second Primary. In seventeen of twenty-one

!!)
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families fp the two schools, at least one parent in rich family wao asked,

"In general doiyott think you can influence the approach teachers here take

towards your ihildr" They all said yes and agreed as well that they had more

influence

public schqls.

TherOs a crucial iimbiguity, however, about the amount of influence

parents cl4 have Although they have more than they would in other situations._

they do nit have a dictatorial last say, and usually do not :.:ant it!

Wit important that I can influence the teachers, but it's important
that! they can hold their on too. (Sri)

Parents feel the teacher should have a substantial margin of liberty on

free school teachers than they Would over those in the'local

decisions about their own children and that such matters should be worked

out collaboratively because they respect the teacher's ability. Teachers

agree, but each teacher also feels very strongly that she ought to act on

her own judgement.

Information or) the treatmtnt actually given particular children

available at Unity where special treatment was a minor issue while in

viewing was in progress. The basic continua along which parents want treat-

ment to-vary are discipline and instruction in basic ekills. and thetteare

ly

Game well known cases where student treatment fits parents' ducires. El le

a well known conservative parent, is much r-pre concerned that her child learn

the n's than is Xartha, a vocal radical; and Ella's son gets mtich more

pressure and help than does Martha's, These two cases are rftost frequently

mentiont.d by parents as evidence that teachers du respect the washes of

parents. Furthermore, teachers report that in other cases as well they

adjust their approach to fit the parents' wishes, even when they do not

altogether approve.
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There are, however, clear cases where teachers would not adjust their

approach to fit parents' wishes. Three famIlIes left Unity at the end of

1911=72 mostly because they felt their children were riot getting enough

instruction. One of those mothers gave the following report:

Q .Do you get as much /instruction for your child/ as you'went?

U14,. Ella claims -it is trui:Jor_her. The teachers keep in touch

with her. it's not true for us. We asked that Loor son/

learn the multiplication tables. That was almost all we

asked them todo. They netted with bim and then dropped it.

While it is doubtful that a family would leave a school over multiplication

tables alone, it is-clear that this one wanted more instruction for its

child than it was getting. Besides these cases, at least two more families

would have lilted their children to receive more instruction then the teachers

were giving.

Where the teacher's ability is generally ooknowledged, decisionsor non=

decisions, since special treatment is not usually an Issue- -about how indi=

vidual childreo should. be treated are rade collabora7ively and hermoniously

most of the time because both parents and teachers recognize and approve of

the right of the oth-er to play a role in those decisions, Where there i6

disagreement, however, there is no clear rule about who has'the last word.

While the teacher can persist on a proisram contrary to what patents wish,

such behavior is very likely to drive the family out of the school; and a

number of irreconcilable dtsagreeevots may for,--e a school to close.

Conclusion

While it is tompting to dwell on the great differences between public

schools and parent colts, an analysis of their siitarittes throws new

light, on the !stance between control an autonomy in teaching. Both argent-

Rations share the problem of controlling the teacher's in class activity in
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spite of substantial
Aifferencee in sire and chain of command. Three simi-

larities help account for this problem. First, while the reasons differ..

tenure rules exist In one case and in the other it is difficult for parents

to cake the decision--tt is herd to fire the teacher from either institution.

Second, the teacher in both organi4ations receives substantial rewards from

childLemozAadaoria that the supervisor cannot effectively manipulate. Finally,

the isolation of the classroom makes =upervision difficult.

Although it seems more difficult to develop co-operative working rela-

tions between parents in a co-op schotl and their teacher than it is between

the principal and his teachers, the mtehanisms that facilitate such a develop.

rent are also quite sirilar in both cases, Selection is important in-public

schools and seems to be crucial in the parent co-op. 'Where selection is

successful, a pattern of friendship and mutval respect often develops.

Personal relations are
strengthened by a division of authority that leaves

teachers substantial authority in the classroom and actually places them in a

leadership position in parent co-ops. in the parent co-op at least, this

variable zoning of authority does not cover the crucial question of who decides .

what treatment ape- ific children shall receive. Resolution of differences

over.the tfacher's authority is more important in the parent co-op, however.

than in the public school since failure to reach agreement may contribute

dir ctly_to.the devise the parent run school.
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